
BacPac Printer XL 

14.0" - 17.3"

Backpack for Notebook, printer or cameras and other mobile
devices

You can now carry your office around in comfort with the
robust BacPac Printer XL rucksack. Simply pack away your
17.3\" Notebook and your HP or Canon printer and you are
ready to go. The effective cushioning surrounding the
Notebook and printer compartments (dimensions printer
compartment: 400 x 370 x 55 mm) ensures that mobile
equipment is given perfect protection. Due to the flexible
dividers that are supplied, the printer compartment can also be
used to transport cameras, mobile devices and other
accessories. In addition, both compartments are lockable. A
flexible fastening strap offers additional support to your
Notebook whilst on the move. Printers are given optimum
support with DICOTA\'s optional ABS Printer Inlays, suitable
for HP DJ 460, HP Officejet H470, Canon i80, iP90 and iP100
mobile printers (other printers on request). Your Notebook and
printer can be connected via openings in the divider panels on
the rucksack\'s interior. A mobile phone, business cards and
pens can be stored in the front pocket and are always within
easy reach. Documents can be easily stored in a two-section
A4 paper compartment. Its size and individual compartments
enable it to perform everything a Notebook case does, but the
BacPac Printer XL can be carried very conveniently on your
back. Padded, adjustable shoulder straps and breathable back
cushioning offer additional comfort when carrying it. It’s the
perfect companion for use with your customers on site!

Art. Nr.: N25588N (black/grey)
Material:
Weight: 2.5 kg / 5.51 lbs
Dimensions: 450 x 450 x 200 mm / 17.7 x 17.7 x 7.9 inch
For Notebooks up to: 420 x 375 x 50.0 mm / 16.5 x 14.8 x 2
inch
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